Making relaxing
together easier.
Open and close roller shutters
via radio controls:
with BECKER.

Flexibly in motion
Radio control of roller shutters with BECKER
Get your roller shutters moving without having to move yourself: With just one press of
a button on your handheld transmitter, which takes care of everything else for you via
radio. Or you like it even more comfortable and leave the work directly to a timer. Set
once, done. Enjoy the comfort and the advantage that, thanks to the interference-free
frequency, nothing interferes – with BECKER.

TimeControl TC445-II
5-channel hand-held
transmitter with timer
 Preprogrammed date, time and switching
time function
 Large, clear display
 Simple programming through text support
 Astronomical function for the evening
 Holiday function
 Available in black and white

MemoControl
MC441-II
Hand-held transmitter
with memory function

TimeControl TC511
Wall transmitter with
timer
 Interference-free frequency
 Simple programming through text
support
 Option: SensorControl SC43
Light sensor with shading function

EasyControl
EC411
1-channel wall transmitter
 Enables the programming of 2 freely
selectable intermediate positions
 Can be integrated into switching
ranges from many manufacturers with
55 x 55 mm central board dimensions
 Can also be used as hand-held device

Your specialist dealer:

With their integrated radio receiver, the
drives of the premium series provide
individual comfort. Individual, group and
central control sets according to your
requirements. The roller shutter curtain is
absolutely protected by many electronic
features.

 Easy programming of the
switching times
 Memory function
 Slide switch for easy changing
between manual and automatic
mode
 Available in black and white
Î Available as wall-mounted
transmitter MemoControl MC415,
which can be integrated in common
switch programs

TimeControl TC4410-II
10-channel hand-held
transmitter with timer
 Functions as the TC445-II, but
also includes:
Î 10 individually programmable
channels for 10 separate receivers
or 10 receiver groups
Î Individually programmable times
and channels

Intelligent roller shutter technology

Save energy
If you close your roller shutters at
nightfall, you can reduce heating costs
by up to 15%. And because your roller
shutter control takes care of it, you don‘t
even have to get up for it.

Roller shutter drive
with integrated
radio receiver
 Sensitive obstacle detection
to save the roller shutter when
encountering an obstacle
 Anti-freeze mechanism at the top
and below
 Burglar resistance when using
anti-lifting devices
 Protection of your fly screens
thanks to special function
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Radio comfort
Small signal, big effect: With the wireless
solutions from BECKER you have
your roller shutters under control any
time. Parallel or individual, they can be
conveniently controlled and positioned
at the touch of a button. And that without
complex wiring.

